1. **Cup of Life... The Magic of Ricky Martin**  
Opening: Dance Company 1 - Please see page 28 for listing and front cover for photo

2. **Living in a Rainbow... The Magic of Colors**  
Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Adv Dance Movement - age 4)  
Sofia Amoros, Rita Cobeian, Bellatrix Dolojan, Jillian Koran, Maddie Lee, Abigail Matson, Giuliana Roman, Janna Ryerson, Sarah Schaad

3. **Spanish March... The Magic of Barcelona**  
Instructor: Melissa Hargett (Ballet-Int I+ - age 10-12)  
Josephine Blain, Faith Cooper, Madeleine Duke, Olivia Evans, Lauren Foster, Bianca Garcia, Amelia Gibson, Emmah McCollum, Violet McLean, Abbey Moran, Molly Murphy, Veronica Wisnieski

4. **Nicest Thing... The Magic of First Love**  
Dance Company 2 - Please see page 30 for listing and page 46 for photo

5. **Shake It Up... The Magic of The Disney Channel**  
Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Tap-Jazz - age 7)  
Sophia Alora, Keira Bourkland, Virginia Glander, Olivia Guiffre, Ashley Kennedy, Sophia Minteer, Eliana Samson, Elyse Todd, Mikaela Vargas, Elyse Todd, Mikaela Vargas, Lilla Wilbur, Shana Zocchi

6. **Cheerleader... The Magic of OMI**  
Instructor: Lauren Long (Pointe-Beg - age 12+)  
Alyssa Beyreuther, Jenna Bisson, Morgan Byerley, Madelyn Cahill, Katrina Heifner, Reagan McLellan, Elizabeth Meiners, Carolyn Payne, Paige Slusarczyk, Kayla Wolfe

7. **Start the Party Remix... The Magic of Hip Hop**  
Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Hip Hop-Beg/Int - age 7/8)  
Charlotte Clark, Isabel Doran, Layla Hafey, Emma Harbourt, Lizzie Kate Herrington, Annalise Horner, Eric Nam, Courtney Van Strander, Mackenzie Wade, Olivia Wallace

8. **Played Alive... The Magic of Rhythm**  
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Tap-int VI/VII - age 12+)  
Audrey Collier, Erin Dutton, Kate Feldman, Madison Hite, Chandler Jones, Claire Marsala, Caleigh Mrowka, Ilara Pritchard, Katrina Ricard, Eva Satre, Madison Scott, Leanne Spring, Bailey Sturtz, Loza Teodros, Ashley Turpin, Victoria Watson, Kathleen Wiggins, Emma Wolan, Alex Yurkanin

9. **You’re Magical... The Magic of The Winx Club**  
Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Dance I - age 5)  
Camella Alexander, Meredith Austin, Anna Balbuena, Addison Finlan, Willow Higdon, Haley Nguyen, Hanna Nguyen, Vivien O’Hara, Nora Rosenbaum, Katherine Rossiter

10. **Ten Minutes Ago... The Magic of Cinderella**  
Instructor: Lauren Long (Ballet-Beg/Int - age 8-10)  
Olivia Bell, Andrew Cowgill, Ava Futrell, Maricela Garcia-Ferguson, Charlotte Garretson, Kinsley Horton, Anna Kee, Erin McClements, Sophia Marie Meer, Lauren Mickelson, Addison Ondrick, Ava Vidanes, Julia Welsh

11. **Shooting Stars... The Magic of The Night Sky**  
Diamonds - Please see page 35 for listing and photo

12. **At the Hop... The Magic of School Dances**
13. Believe... The Magic of Faith  
Lyrical/Contemporary Advanced Pro - Please see page 27 for listing and page 15 for photo

14. Expensive... The Magic of Shopping  
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-Int II - age 10-13)  
Kate Barrie, Ellie French, Abbey Harlow, Reed Helmig, Emily Jackson, Imani King, Reese Koberg,  
Mikayla May, Carolyn Payne, Natalie Powell, Jessica Segarra, Claire Shirkey, Sophia Sullivan,  
Auggie Waldroup, Grace Woodberry, Emma Yufanyi

15. Colors of the Wind... The Magic of Pocahontas  
Instructor: Lauren Long (Lyrical/Cont-Beg/Int - age 7/8)  
Elizabeth Abbasi, Charlotte Clark, Kellie Donnelly, Emma Harbourt, Tessa Hemmerdinger,  
Maya Renshaw, Elin Ruffner, Taylor Ruffner, Serena Somchanmavong, Lilla Wilbur

16. Requiem... The Magic of Dark Dreams  
Instructor: Jenn Pyles (Ballet-Adv - age 13+)  
Loryn Anderson, Nancy Bryer, Megan Cloer, Alexis Flores, Alison Kliem, Kaylin LeRoy, Nadia Portillo,  
Loza Teodros, Natalie Vadnais

17. Jailhouse Rock... The Magic of Elvis  
Instructor: Karlyn Williams (Tap-Beg/Int - age 11+)  
Nicole Bozek, Emerson Bradshaw, Emily Cadima, Taylor Coleman, Irene Han, Katherine Klein,  
Kailynne Landry, Anna Lee, Mikayla Mathers, Jennifer Mayes, Brienna Metzger, Jesse Silkowitz,  
Gabrielle Vessal

18. Emergency... The Magic of Parties  
Ensemble - Please see page 29 for listing and page 8 for photo

19. Birthday Party... The Magic of Celebrations  
Instructor: Linda Boyle (Pre-Ballet - age 7)  
Keira Bourkland, Clara Constantino, Virginia Glander, Giselle Lozano, Emily Perez, Maya Renshaw,  
Elyse Todd, Mikaela Vargas, Lilla Wilbur, Shana Zocchi

20. Uptown Funk... The Magic of Bruno Mars  
Instructor: Hilary Tone (Tap-Advanced 1 - age 13+)  
Emili Boyle, Charity Brooks, Meredith Horan, Elbie Kaleb, Taylor Lingar, Gaby Mabalay,  
Audrey Marsala, Grace Miller, Gaby Minionis, Alex Shaw, Abby Thompson, Emma Wise,  
Emma Wolan

21. Mutation... The Magic of Metamorphosis  
Instructor: Lauren Long (Modern-Int - age 10-14)  
Bailey Blake, Sarah Cosgrove, Reed Helmig, Sydney Jensen, Beth Johnson, Isabelle Margeson,  
Mikayla Mathers, Carolyn Payne, Sophia Ratliff, Claire Shirkey, Kathleen Wiggins, Emma Yufanyi

22. Coppelia Waltz... The Magic of Léo Delibes  
Instructor: Nickolai Balatsenko (Pointe-Adv Pro - age 13+)  
Julia Baird, Schuyler Corrigan, Emma Dutton, Moira Fagan, Madeline Fee, Brenna Gaffigan,  
Karissa Grady, Julianna Hampshire, Cecily Hayek, Mackenzie Holub, Holly Kania, Galle Mabalay,  
Mallory Niehoff, Catherine Petrovich, Olivia Pincombe, Elise Roberts, Brienne Tyler, Amina Yufanyi

23. Every Little Thing... The Magic of Falling in Love  
Instructor: Jenn Pyles (Lyrical/Cont-Int V/VI - age 12+)  
Megan Cloer, Katerina Dasilva, Alex DerGarabedian, Alexis Flores, Nora McCuen, Cecilia Spain,  
Nori Stone, Loza Teodros

24. Trophies Remix... The Magic of Winning
Instructor: Laura Steen Fong (Hip Hop-Adv 1 - age 13+)
Brooke Bentley, Emili Boyle, Charity Brooks, Audrey Collier, Naia Dombrowski, Erin Dutton, Zoey Goldstein, Leah Hale, Catie James, Chandler Jones, Elbie Kaleb, Kannon Lee, Taylor Lingar, Kelsey Lynch, Gaby Mabalay, Audrey Marsala, Rebecca Massarik, Grace Miller, Gaby Minionis, Caleigh Mrowka, Ilara Pritchard, Eva Satre, Cat Schiefer, Madison Scott, Alex Shaw, Bailey Sturtz, Abby Thompson, Ashley Turpin, Victoria Watson, Kathleen Wiggins, Shelby Williams, Emma Wolan, Alex Yurkanin, Zoe Zahrah

25. Red Dust... The Magic of The Desert
Ensemble - Please see page 30 for listing and page 27 for photo

26. Gotta Get Through This... The Magic of Determination
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-Adv 3 - age 11+)

27. I Want It All... The Magic of High School Musical
Instructor: Mary Anne Furey (Musical Theatre-I - age Gr. 3-5)
Madelyn Arca, Kristin Balbuena, Bridget Bushman, Kaitlyn Ellis, Maricela Garcia-Ferguson, Caelan Hagopian, Baydan Hussen, Hibak Hussen, Evelyn Jones, Anna Kee, Maddilyn Ra, Julia Welsh

28. Le Corsaire Waltz... The Magic of Russia
Instructor: Carmen Perez (Ballet-Adv 1&2 - age 12+)
Brooke Bentley, Charity Brooks, Bridget Cassata, Sophia Celentano, Naia Dombrowski, Erin Dutton, Chandler Jones, Alexandra Lewis, Taylor Lingar, Gaby Mabalay, Grace Miller, Caleigh Mrowka, Mikayla Munson, Nicole Nisbett, Ilara Pritchard, Eva Satre, Juliana Schumack, Madison Scott, Jenna Siddiq, Lila Siddiq, Abby Thompson, Ashley Turpin, Kathleen Wiggins, Emma Wolan, Alex Yurkanin

29. What a Wonderful World... The Magic of Hawaii
Crystals - Please see page 36 for listing and photo

30. Roll the Bass... The Magic of The Islands
Finale: Dance Company - Please see page 31 for listing and back cover for photo
1. Cup of Life... The Magic of Ricky Martin  
   Opening: Dance Company 1 - Please see page 28 for listing and front cover for photo

2. Colors of the Rainbow... The Magic of Spring Days  
   Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Dance Movement - age 3)  
   Emily Fay, Jacqueline Hull, Lucy McKeon, Lila Noud, Ally Ogden, Corrinne Reny, Lacey Ricks, Avery Smith, Sara Steelman, Julia White

3. Start The Party Remix... The Magic of Hip Hop  
   Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Hip Hop - Beg/Int - age 8-10)  
   Amanda Armstrong, Josephine Blain, Kylie Caley, Caitlin Cooch, Justin Evans, Olivia Evans, Ava Futrell, Caelan Hagopian, Kaylynn Hardman, Eve Kady, Campbell McCracken, Hannah Mendoza, Lauren Mickelson, Julia Noud, Erin Oedemann, Addison Ondrick, Maggie Rinaldi, Alexandra Rossiter, Katerina Suh

4. Vapour... The Magic of Water  
   Ensemble - Please see page 31 for listing and page 9 for photo

5. Living in a Rainbow... The Magic of Colors  
   Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Adv Dance Movement - age 4)  
   Rachel Choi, Josie Edmonson, Makayla Lyboldt, Calina Morgan, Audrey Phillips, Alyssa Rollo, Addison Rowland, Allie Sewall, Hannah Shriber, Parker Tran

6. Allegretto... The Magic of Spain  
   Instructor: Melissa Hargett (Ballet-Int I+ - age 10-12)  
   Nyla Bradley, Faith Cooper, Juliana Gomez, Reed Helmig, Reese Koberg, Noelle Koss, Hadiyah Martin, Lila Miravite, Charlotte O'Connors, Natalie Powell, Sarah Rivera, Annabelle Rizer, Keira Shaw, Claire Shirkey, Sophia Sullivan, Sophie Tomasco

7. Boy From NYC... The Magic of The Big Apple  
   Instructor: Tom Alexander (Tap-Beg/Int - age 8-10)  
   Lexi Arnott, Caitlyn Delaney, Marissa Ford, Rachael Getz, Alessa Goyzueta, Layla Hafey, Emma Harbourt, Lucy Hutchens, Leila Medrano, Helena Rossi, Carter Smith, Emily Strickland, Emma White, Melissa Zaptin

8. Broceliande...The Magic of the Enchanted Forest  
   Pointe Advanced Pro - Please see page 28 for listing and page 26 for photo

9. Gift of a Friend... The Magic of Tinkerbell  
   Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Dance I - age 5)  
   Riley Adams, Emily Barack, Mikaela Garcia, Karina Girdharry, Ryan Gunn, Kelly McAllister, Bella Quinn, Lily Watson

10. Young Trees... The Magic of Youth  
    Instructor: Laura Steen Fong (Lyrical/Cont-Int III/IV - age 10-12)  

11. Canned Heat... The Magic of Boogie  
    Ensemble - Please see page 28 for listing and page 23 for photo

12. Under My Feet... The Magic of Fire
Instructor: Alli Smith (Jazz-Int IV/V - age 11-14)
Laura Biwer, Bailey Blake, Jackelyn Clop, Amanda Cook, Kristina Flansburg, Claire Gallotta, Molly Haynes, Madison Hite, Catherine Hodes, Anna Lee, Sana Subramanium, Kayla Wolfe

13.  Riptide... The Magic of Dreams
Instructor: Melissa Hargett (Lyrical/Cont-Int I - age 9-11)
Nina Breen, Catherine Camarota, Quilla Chavez, Faith Cooper, Reagan Dempster, Cassie Downs, Emma Eismeier, Lily Ingold, Sophie Kemprecos, Caitlyn Kennedy, Lilia Miravite, Helen Grace Phillips, Natasha Rensch, Annabelle Rizer, Keira Shaw, Malia Walton, Ava Wolfe, Melissa Zaptin

14.  At the Hop... The Magic of School Dances
Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Dance II - age 6)
Emily Adeyemi, Megan Glenn, Caroline Kirkland, Lily Moercke, Kendall Morrison, Maya Noud, Carly Ogden, Teagan Pollack, Delaney Vance, Samantha Weiner, Sophia Willett

15.  Shooting Stars... The Magic of The Night Sky
Diamonds - Please see page 35 for listing and photo

16.  Coppelia... The Magic of A Spring Waltz
Instructor: Linda Boyle (Ballet-Beg/Int - age 8-10)
Anna Blain, Claire Brown, Diana Craig, Caitlyn Delaney, Justin Evans, Marissa Ford, Rachael Getz, Alessa Goyzueta, Abigail Hish, Lucy Hutchens, Evelyn Jones, Cecilia Linkel, Carter Smith, Emily Strickland, Emma White

17.  Right Now... The Magic of the Moment
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-Adv Pro - age 13+)

18.  Halo... The Magic of Angels
Instructor: Lauren Long (Ballet-Int IV - age 11+)
Alyssa Beyreuther, Madelyn Cahill, Anneliese Jones, Ellen Keil, Kalea King, Jaimie McCracken, Reagan McLellan, Elizabeth Meiners, Brienna Metzger, Carolyn Payne, Jessica Segarra, Sydney Vadnais

19.  Jump, Jive & Wail... The Magic of Swing
Instructor: Karlyn Williams (Tap-Int II/III - age 12+)
Alexa DerGarabedian, Alexandra Harbout, Madeleine Ross, Cecilia Spain

20.  S.O.S. ... The Magic of Being Rescued
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-Int I - age 9-11)
Jordan Hershaft, Katherine Klein, Hailey Landon, Melissa Nevlud, Annabelle Rizer, Stefano Salli, Keira Shaw, Emily Tao, Jayla Teller, Romi Williams

21.  Someone Like You... The Magic of Adele
Instructor: Lauren Long (Pointe-Beg - age 12+)
Brooke Bentley, Maya Bentley, Chloe DiStaso, Kate Feldman, Audrey Gaskins, Beth Johnson, Anna Lee, Isabelle Margeson, Alexia Nagy, Nadia Portillo, Mary Lane Taibl

22.  Betta Have My Money... The Magic of Rihanna
Hip Hop Advanced Pro - Please see page 28 for listing and page 5 for photo

23.  Cosmic Love... The Magic of Shooting Stars
Instructor: Stephanie Patterson (Modern-Beg/Int - age 8-11)
Faith Cooper, Reagan Dempster, Lexi Duperrouzel, Justin Evans, Olivia Evans, Hailey Keith, Kelly Maida, Leila Medrano, Lauren Mickelson, Abigail O’Malley, Addison Ondrick, Michelle Stein
24. Yule Ball... The Magic of Harry Potter
Instructor: Carmen Perez (Ballet-Adv 2 - age 12+)
Madeline Albaneze, Margaret Albaneze, Charity Brooks, Audrey Collier, Erin Dutton, Sarah Maue, Caleigh Mrowka, Mikayla Munson, Ilara Pritchard, Eva Satre, Leanne Spring, Catherine Steger, Bailey Sturtz, Abby Thompson, Ashley Turpin, Ziyuan Wang, Victoria Watson, Shelby Williams, Emma Wolan

25. Good Time... The Magic of Owl City
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-Beg/Int - age 8-10)
Lexi Arnott, Megan Barrie, Claire Brown, Kellie Donnelly, Justin Evans, Alessa Goyzueta, Abigail Hish, Caitlyn Kennedy, Ava McCracken, Sophia Marie Meer, Carter Smith, Julia Welsh, Emma White

26. Show Stopper... The Magic of Danity Kane
Instructor: Katie Storch (Hip Hop-Int IV/V - age 10-14)
Gisela Arnez, Laura Biwer, Chloe DiStaso, Kristina Flansburg, Audrey Huynh, Kylee McGrath, Natalie Miller, Julianna Milton, Rileigh Morris, Gracyn Roth, Ashley Strunk, Cassidy Tran, Victoria Williams, Kayla Wolfe

27. Daughter... The Magic of Graduation
Dance Company Seniors - Please see page 33 for listing and photo

28. Be Our Guest... The Magic of Beauty and The Beast
Rhinestones - Please see page 37 for listing and photo

29. Home... The Magic of Family
Dance Company Alumni - Please see page 38 for listing

30. Roll the Bass... The Magic of The Islands
Finale: Dance Company - Please see page 31 and back cover for photo
1. Cup of Life... The Magic of Ricky Martin
   Opening: Dance Company 1 - Please see page 28 for listing and front cover for photo

2. Colors of the Rainbow... The Magic of Spring Days
   Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Dance Movement - age 3)
   Kinley Garrett, Bea Gorski, Abigail Kercher, Sophia Ma, Emma Smith

3. Welcome to NY... The Magic of The Big City
   Instructor: Alli Smith (Jazz Beg/Int - age 11+)
   Emily Cadima, Gabrielle Edelin, Nicole Geduldig, Annie Gingell, Mikaely Griffin, Finley Hayes,
   Nadia Iacoletti, Erin Krebs, Mikayla Mathers, Vivian Santiago, Katie Walter

4. Yellow... The Magic of Light
   Instructor: Laura Steen Fong (Lyrical/Cont Adv 2 - age 12+)
   Maya Bentley, Charity Brooks, Bridget Cassata, Sophia Celentano, Audrey Collier, Naia Dombrowski,
   Erin Dutton, Audrey Gaskins, Chandler Jones, Gaby Mabalay, Caleigh Mrowka, Mikayla Munson,
   Ilara Pritchard, Eva Satre, Cat Schiefer, Madison Scott, Ava Sellers, Jenna Siddiq, Lila Siddiq,
   Leanne Spring, Bailey Sturtz, Abby Thompson, Ashley Turpin, Victoria Watson, Shelby Williams,
   Emma Wolan, Alex Yurkanin

5. You Got To Be You... The Magic of Being Yourself
   Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Adv Dance Movement - age 4)
   Brooke Byrnes, Charlotte Farrell, Clementine Grant, Angelique Mejia, Liah Mendoza, Sonya Moran,
   Molly Shaver, Abigail Suarez

6. A Little Party... The Magic of Great Gatsby
   Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-Adv 1 - age 13+)
   Brooke Bentley, Julie Burkhardt, Erin Coughlan, Emma Davis, Alexa DerGarabedian, Emily Filer,
   Leah Hale, Elbie Kaleb, Taylor Lingar, Audrey Marsala, Rebecca Massarak, Grace Miller,
   Nicole Nisbett, Allison Quade, Avery Reeves, Makenna Robinson, Juliana Schumack, Alex Shaw,
   Loza Teodros

7. Allegretto... The Magic of Electric Violin
   Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Ballet-Int II/III - age 10-13)
   Cassie Downs, Samantha Macaranas, Kylee McGrath, Sydney Metzger, Caroline Muller,
   Kathryn Nickel, Samantha Russo, Cassidy Tran, Auggie Waldroup

8. Twistin' the Night Away.. The Magic of New York
   Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Dance I - age 5)
   Elsa Constantino, Charlotte Fay, Reagan Forshee, Charlotte Gaskins, Medha Kondapani,
   Natalia Lozano, Charlotte Meadows, Katie Beth Mitchell, Katherine Morgan, Chloe Oakes,
   Gracie Vickers, Avene Yousefi, Rojeen Yousefi, Ainsley Zauel

9. Tell Her About It... The Magic of Truth
   Instructor: Tom Alexander (Tap-int I - age 9-11)
   Amanda Armstrong, Jessica Boalick, Gabrielle Edelin, Reese Koberg, Lora-Berkeley Macaranas,
   Samantha Macaranas, Julia Noud, Charlotte O'Connors, Helen Grace Phillips, Sarah Rivera,
   Jacqueline Welsh

10. Four Walls... The Magic of Home
    Ensemble - Please see page 29 for listing and photo

11. Newsies... The Magic of Believing
    Instructor: Tom Alexander (Musical Theatre-ll - age Gr. 6-8)
Mackenzie Allen, Maya Bentley, Cassie Downs, Gabrielle Edelin, Audrey Gaskins, Nicole Geduldig, Emma Gonzalez, Karis Kiss, Ashley Lowe, Molly Murphy, Kathryn Nickel, Carolyn Payne, Ava Sellers, Nicholas Stanton, Elizabeth Vichness, Jacqueline Welsh, Juliana White

12. Spanish March... The Magic of Barcelona
Instructor: Linda Boyle (Ballet-Beg/Int - age 11+)
Isabel Arnez, Emily Cadima, Leanne Cao, Evelyn Fernandez, Mikaely Griffin, Sophie Kemprecos, Mikayla Mathers, Sophia Ratliff, Leif Siegrist

13. Fun... The Magic of Miami
Dance Company 2 - Please see page 29 for listing and page 11 for photo

14. Shine... The Magic of Stars
Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Dance II - age 6)
Caroline Durham, Stella Hemmer, Akaysha Higdon, Hadley Homer, Leeza Learn, Taylor Lindenberg, Scarlett Salerno, Hannah Surridge

15. Hollywood... The Magic of California
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Tap-Int II/III - age 10-12)
Maya Bentley, Lexi Duperrouzel, Abigail Hopson, Madeline Hopson, Noelle Koss, Elena Miravite, Lilia Miravite, Isabella Morgan, Molly Murphy, Ava Sellers, Abbey Whitestone, Emma Yufanyi, Anna Zaptin

16. Ascendance... The Magic of Elements
Instructor: Linda Boyle (Pointe-Adv - age 12+)
Emili Boyle, Nancy Bryer, Emma Davis, Leah Hale, Kaylin LeRoy, Alexandra Lewis, Taylor Lingar, Grace Miller, Juliana Schumack, Madison Scott

17. How Will I Know... The Magic of Sam Smith
Instructor: Lauren Long (Lyrical/Cont-Int II - age 12+)
Simara Alexander, Taylor Coleman, Sofia Lacayo, Emmah McCollum, Hannah McCollum, Ashley Nguyen, Micah Pamonag, Carolyn Payne, Sophia Ratliff, Mary Lane Taibl

18. Lullaby... The Magic of Brahms
Instructor: Melissa Hargett (Ballet-Int I - age 9-11)

19. Halo... The Magic of Heaven
Tap Advanced Pro - Please see page 29 for listing and page 4 for photo

20. The Cello Song... The Magic of Classical Music
Instructor: Lauren Long (Pointe-Int I - age 12+)
Charity Brooks, Audrey Collier, Sydney Jensen, Chandler Jones, Jaimie McCracken, Mikayla Munson, Leanne Spring, Catherine Steger, Bailey Sturtz, Ashley Turpin, Kathleen Wiggins, Shelby Williams, Emma Wolan, Alex Yurkanin

21. Expensive... The Magic of Shopping
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-Int III - age 10-14)
Nina Breen, Taylor Coleman, Reagan Dempster, Lexi Duperrouzel, Olivia Evans, Kate Feldman, Elsa Hencken, Anniesele Jones, Megan Kelley, Josie Layfield, Samantha Macaranas, Emmah McCollum, Brienna Metzger, Elena Miravite, Lilia Miravite, Caroline Muller, Sophia Ratliff, Kaitlyn Roux

22. Dream Is a Wish... The Magic of Your Heart
Instructor: Jenn Pyles (Lyrical/Cont-Beg/Int - age 11+)
Sarah Asmus, Sophia Baez, Rachel Friedman, Ezra Guerra, Kate Harper, Mikayla Mathers, Madeleine Ross, Auggie Waldroup, Abbey Whitestone
23. Waves of the Danube... The Magic of Ion Ivanovici
Ballet Advanced Pro - Please see page 26 for listing and photo

24. Apologies... The Magic of Friendship
Diamonds - Please see page 35 for listing and photo

25. Run This Town... The Magic of L.A.
Instructor: Karlyn Williams (Hip Hop-Beg/Int - age 11+)
Emerson Bradshaw, Michaela Gidick, Rachel Harris, Rachel Heyne, Katherine Klein,
Reagan McLeilian, Meghan Mock, Carla Rodriguez, Madeleine Ross, Jayla Teller

26. Gooey... The Magic of Space
Ensemble - Please see page 29 for listing and page 25 for photo

27. Bounce... The Magic of Movement
Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Hip Hop-Int II/III - age 9-13)
Simara Alexander, Amanda Cook, Katerina Dasilva, Alexa DerGarabedian, Leann Duong, Imani King,
Hadiyah Martin, Sophia Sullivan, Grace Woodberry, Melissa Zaptin

28. Coppelia Waltz... The Magic of Doctor Coppelieus
Instructor: Carmen Perez (Ballet-Adv 3 - age 11+)
Maya Bentley, Jenna Bisson, Morgan Byerley, Chloe DiStaso, Kate Feldman, Audrey Gaskins,
Katrina Heifner, Georgia Helming, Sydney Jensen, Beth Johnson, Isabelle Margeson, Alexia Nagy,
Ava Sellers, Paige Slusarczyk, Zoe Smith, Mary Lane Taibl, Grace Van Antwerp, Kayla Wolfe,
Anna Zaptin

29. Surf Crazy... The Magic of Teen Beach Movie
Rhinestones - Please see page 37 for listing and photo

30. Roll the Bass... The Magic of The Islands
Finale: Dance Company - Please see page 31 for listing and back cover for photo
1. Cup of Life... The Magic of Ricky Martin
   Opening: Dance Company 1 - Please see page 28 for listing and front cover for photo

2. Rockin' Robin... The Magic of Birds
   Instructor: Linda Boyle (Dance Movement - age 3)
   Scarlett Galvez, Emelyn Lepold, Ava Milton, Alexa Riedel, Elliot Scheiffley

3. Maypole... The Magic of May Day Celebrations
   Instructor: Lauren Long (Ballet-Beg/Int - age 8-10)
   Maggie Austin, Layla Hafey, Tillie Hemmer, Mirabella Lanthier, Emily Logan, Yasemin Loynab,
   Leila Medrano, Sarah Morgan, Emily Morosco, Josie Peck, Morgan Reph, Caroline Richards,
   Paulina Rizzardi, Noelle Vesilind, Chloe Voorheis, Amelia Wojcik, Adele Zapf

4. Every Little Thing... The Magic of Love
   Instructor: Laura Steen Fong (Lyrical/Cont 1 - age 12+)
   Brooke Bentley, Emili Boyle, Julie Burkhardt, Emma Davis, Juliet Eisemann, Claudia Ferrero,
   Emily Filer, Leah Hale, Elbie Kaleb, Alexandra Lewis, Taylor Lingar, Audrey Marsala, Grace Miller,
   Gaby Minionis, Nicole Nisbett, Avery Reeves, Juliana Schumack, Alex Shaw, Nathalie Vadnais

5. Living in a Rainbow... The Magic of Colors
   Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Adv Dance Movement - age 4)
   Sydney Aul, Adalyn Couchman, Sophia Galvez, Ella Levy, Danielle Matragrano, Kayla Riedel,
   Gianna Vozzolo, Anna Webster, Emersyn Wilbur

6. Run Boy Run... The Magic of Temple Run
   Modern Advanced - Please see page 31 for listing and page 24 for photo

7. Follow the Arrow... The Magic of Believing in Yourself
   Instructor: Melissa Hargett (Lyrical/Cont Beg/Int - age 8-10)
   Kate Barrie, Megan Barrie, Anna Blain, Bridget Bushman, Isabella Choi, Caitlin Cooch,
   Madeleine Duke, Scarlett Flood, Kiara Hung-Soto, Maya Lougheed, Yasemin Loynab,
   Campbell McCracken, Sarah Morgan, Rachael Pulice, Morgan Reph, Nina Sayegh, Libby Spencer,
   Sarah Vollbrecht, Adele Zapf

8. Sleeping Beauty Waltz... The Magic of A Dream
   Instructor: Linda Boyle (Ballet-Adv 4 - age 13+)
   Bailey Blake, Juliet Eisemann, Claudia Ferrero, Shannon Gear, Kaylynn Haliday, Catherine Hodes,
   Meredith Horan, Alexa Houck, Clara McCuen, Nora McCuen, Micah Pamonag, Kaylee Whittaker

9. Twistin' the Night Away... The Magic of New York
   Instructor: Lauren Long (Dance I - age 5)
   Emily Barlow, Marilyn Bartley, Basilia Chen, Ella Fthenos, Mahri Gorsline, Norah Hill, Kaitlyn Ma,
   Addison Mann, Ellie Nelson, Zoelle Shogren, Bailey Steelman

10. America... The Magic of West Side Story
    Instructor: Mary Payne (Musical Theatre-III - age Gr. 9-12)
    Emili Boyle, Erin Coughlan, Karissa Grady, Anna Lee, Audrey Marsala, Claire Marsala

11. Boy From NYC... The Magic of The Big Apple
    Instructor: Tom Alexander (Tap-Beg/Int - age 8-10)
    Bridget Bushman, Autumn Dunlop, Justin Evans, Ava Futrell, Cecilia Linkel, Yasemin Loynab,
    Erin McClements, Sarah Morgan, Josie Peck, Henry Phillips, Morgan Reph, Amelia Wojcik

12. Work It... The Magic of Missy Elliott
Instructor: Laura Steen Fong (Hip Hop - Int IV/V - age 10-14)
Loryn Anderson, Maya Bentley, Jenna Bisson, Sydney Childress, Jackelyn Clop, Sarah Cosgrove, 
Lea Duperroozel, Katrina Heilner, Georgia Helimg, Beth Johnson, Kalea King, Isabelle Margeson, 
Mikayla Mathers, Sophia Ratliff, Ava Sellers, Emma Yufanyi

13. Better When I'm Dancin'... The Magic of Rhythm
Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Dance II - age 6)
Madison Allen, Sophie Bliss, Lyla Hegblum, Chelsea Kocher, Vicky Lin, Laura Sampson, 
Sophie Sugermeier, Madilyn Wilson, Victoria Zuloaga

14. Uptown Funk... The Magic of Bruno Mars
Instructor: Hilary Tone (Tap-Advanced 1 - age 12+)
Emili Boyle, Charity Brooks, Meredith Horan, Elbie Kaleb, Taylor Lingar, Gaby Mabalay, 
Audrey Marsala, Grace Miller, Gaby Minionis, Alex Shaw, Abby Thompson, Emma Wise, 
Emma Wolan

15. Moves... The Magic of Shake it Up
Instructor: Lauren Long (Jazz-Beg/Int - age 8-10)
Emma de la Cruz, Madeleine Duke, Ava Futrell, Sydney Hough, Sarah Maze, Antonella Palazzo, 
Henry Phillips, Maddilynn Ra, Morgan Reph, Samantha Russo, Isabella Soldano

16. Get Up... The Magic of Waking Up
Instructor: Alli Smith (Lyrical/Cont-Int V/VI - age 12+)
Loryn Anderson, Jenna Bisson, Laura Biwer, Sarah Cosgrove, Claire Gallotta, Catherine Hodes, 
Catie James, Abigail Johnson, Emily Kliem, Anna Lee, Kannon Lee, Katrina Ricard, Ashley Strunk, 
Sana Subramanium, Zoe Zahrah

17. Le Corsaire Waltz... The Magic of Degas
Instructor: Linda Boyle (Ballet-int I - age 9-11)
Milla Cronin, Violet Evans, Madelyn Forshee, Peyton Jones, Lora-Berkeley Macaranas, Lea Palazzo, 
Claire Perlak, Rachel Pryor, Allison Syron, Melissa Zaptin

18. Betta Have My Money...The Magic of Rihanna
Hip Hop Advanced Pro - Please see page 28 for listing and page 5 for photo

19. Count On You... The Magic of Friendship
Instructor: Jennifer Baxter (Pre-Ballet - age 7)
Reagan Baxter, Anzulily Carper, Sophia Finlan, Emily Herald, Lizzie Herrington, Celia Hershaf, 
Olivia Lang, Abi Peloquin, Abigail Schuettler, Riley Stewart, Lucie Withrow

20. Big Time... The Magic of Your Name in Lights
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Tap-int IV/V - age 11+)
Brooke Bentley, Catherine Hodes, Anneliese Jones, Alexia Nagy, Katelyn Shafer, Rebecca Sitrin, 
McAllister Tucker

21. Phantom of the Opera... The Magic of Andrew Lloyd Webber
Instructor: Lauren Long (Pointe-Int II - age 12+)
Bridget Cassata, Erin Dutton, Elbie Kaleb, Gaby Mabalay, Gaby Minionis, Caleigh Mrowka, 
Nicole Nisbett, Ilara Pritchard, Eva Satre, Jenna Siddiq, Lila Siddiq, Abby Thompson

22. Bounce... The Magic of Movement
Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Hip Hop - Int I/II - age 8-11)
Milla Cronin, Kaitlyn Ellis, Samantha Gamarra, Anneliese Jones, Abby Kershaw, Emma Lundy, 
Julia Lundy, Lilian Miravite, Kathryn Nickel, Samantha Russo, Claire Shirkey

23. S.O.S. ... The Magic of Being Rescued
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-int I - age 9-11)
Abbey Arnett, Samantha Butyter, Emily Cramer, Makenna Ford, Caleigh Jones, Gina Kaiser, 
Lora-Berkeley Macaranas, Ella Martin, Lauren Mickelson, Lea Palazzo, Sarah Pulice, 
Olivia Thompson, Miranda Wise, Ava Wolfe
24. *Gooey... The Magic of Space*
   Ensemble - Please see page 29 for listing and page 25 for photo

25. *We Speak No Americano... The Magic of Madagascar*
   Instructor: Jennifer Baxter (Tap-Jazz - age 7)
   Reagan Baxter, Amelia Cole, Sophia Finlan, Lizzie Herrington, Mikenzie May, Mia Mermelstein,
   Tori O'Hara, Anjali Passales, Abigail Schuettler, Kasey Stafsudd, Riley Stewart

26. *Danube Waltz... The Magic of Vienna*
   Instructor: Carmen Perez (Ballet-Adv 1 - age 13+)
   Emili Boyle, Emma Davis, Emily Filer, Leah Hale, Elbie Kaleb, Taylor Lingar, Gaby Mabalay,
   Audrey Marsala, Rebecca Massarik, Grace Miller, Gaby Minionis, Avery Reeves, Juliana Schumack,
   Madison Scott, Alex Shaw, Jenna Siddiq, Lila Siddiq

27. *All For One... The Magic of High School Musical*
   Crystals - Please see page 36 for listing and photo

28. *Firework... The Magic of Graduation*
   Buffa's Graduating Seniors - Haley Adams, Julia Baird, Nancy Bryer, Megan Cloer, Juliet Eisemann,
   Claudia Ferrero, Tara Hally, Julie Hirst, Alison Kliem, Claire Marsala, Mallory Niehoff, Emma Presing
   Choreography and Slideshow: Emma Bradley

29. *Home... The Magic of Family*
   Dance Company Alumni - Please see page 38 for listing

30. *Roll the Bass... The Magic of The Islands*
    Finale: Dance Company - Please see page 31 for listing and back cover for photo
RECITAL

Sunday, June 26th at 1pm

1. Cup of Life... The Magic of Ricky Martin
   Opening: Dance Company 1 - Please see page 28 for listing and front cover for photo

2. Let’s Be Friends... The Magic of Care Bears
   Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Dance Movement - age 3)
   Catherine Adragna, Kyley Dupre, Serine Gorsline, Molly Hegblom, Samantha Mifsud

3. Hollywood... The Magic of California
   Instructor: Tom Alexander (Tap-Int II/III - age 10-12)
   Sophia Damalas, Olivia Evans, Allison Geronime, Amelia Gibson, Kate Harper, Elsa Hencken,
   Megan Kelley, Imani King, Josie Layfield, Abbey Moran, Sophia Rossen, Elizabeth Schneider,
   Claire Shirkey, Paige Slusarczyk

4. Believe... The Magic of Faith
   Lyrical Advanced Pro - Please see page 27 for listing and page 15 for photo

5. Twistin’ the Night Away... The Magic of New York
   Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Dance I - age 5)
   Margaret Allard, Carolina Curry-Greene, Raegan Fergusson, Adelaide Hawkins, Madison Lybolt,
   Abigail Moscatelli, Karina Simone, Nora Svercl, Angelica Terpenning, Chloe Trupo, Jenna Wathen

6. Just Like Heaven... The Magic of The Waltz
   Instructor: Lauren Long (Ballet-Int I - age 12+)
   Nicole Bozek, Alexa DerGarabedian, Alexandra Harbort, Anna Lee, Isabella Morgan, Jayla Teller,
   Noah Tran

7. Can’t Rely On You... The Magic of Paloma Faith
   Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-Adv 2 - age 12+)
   Charity Brooks, Sophia Celentano, Naia Dombrowski, Erin Dutton, Chandler Jones, Gaby Mabalay,
   Gaby Minionis, Caleigh Mrowka, Mikayla Munson, Ilara Pritchard, Eva Satre, Madison Scott,
   Jenna Siddiq, Lila Siddiq, Leanne Spring, Bailey Sturtz, Abby Thompson, Ashley Turpin,
   Victoria Watson, Shelby Williams, Emma Wolan, Alex Yurkanin

8. Bounce Remix... The Magic of Movement
   Instructor: Nikki Gambhir (Hip Hop-Int II/III - age 9-13)
   Nicole Bozek, Cassie Downs, Elsa Hencken, Megan Kelley, Reese Koberg, Erin Krebs, Sydney Lamb,
   Josie Layfield, Brienna Metzger, Isabella Morgan

9. At the Hop... The Magic of School Dances
   Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Dance II - age 6)
   Kara Delaney, Kayla Fick, Julia Lam, Natalie Laub, Vivian Perry, Carla Ribeiro, Kaitlyn Ruby,
   Rachel Sawyer, Isabella Sevier, Ashley Sherman

10. Colors... The Magic of the Rainbow
    Instructor: Melissa Hargett (Lyrical/Cont-Int II - age 10-12)
    Kate Barrie, Gabrielle Edelin, Abbey Harlow, Reed Helmig, Elsa Hencken, Megan Kelley,
    Reese Koberg, Josie Layfield, Mikayla May, Elena Miravite, Meghan Mock, Jacqueline Persil,
    Natalie Powell, Abigail Schneider, Claire Shirkey, Yasemin Tanyu, Jacqueline Welsh,
    Veronica Wisnieski

11. Jumpin’ Jumpin’... The Magic of the Club
12. Potters Waltz... The Magic of Harry Potter
Instructor: Jenn Pyles (Ballet-Int I+ - age 10-12)
Amanda Armstrong, Emma Gonzalez, Isabel Gonzalez, Kate Harper, Helen Grace Phillips,
Sophia Rossen, Audrey White, Abbey Whitestone, Ava Wolfe, Emma Yufanyi

13. Don't Kill the Magic... The Magic of the Gardiner Sisters
Instructor: Lauren Long (Lyric/Cont-Beg/Int - age 11+)
Abbey Arnett, Gisela Arnez, Isabel Arnez, McKenzie Beck, Emily Cadima, Laura Cook, Emily Cramer,
Ellie French, Katherine Klein, Carly Lindgren, Kelly Maida, Jennifer Mayes, Jesse Silkowski,
Ciara Sinclair

14. A Dream is a Wish... The Magic of Cinderella
Instructor: Lisa Mitchell (Pre-Ballet - age 7)
Julian Alfred, Michaela Alfred, Jamison Bradshaw, Ada Ceran, Melanie Fernandez, Ashley Kennedy,
Kathryn King, Fiona Mulcahy, Antonella Palazzo, Victoria Shea, Rachel Svercl, Abi Waldroup,
Camille Wojcik

15. Egypt... The Magic of Ancient Lands
Instructor: Lauren Long (Modern-Int/Adv - age 13+)
Charity Brooks, Bridget Cassata, Sophia Celentano, Erin Dutton, Chandler Jones, Gaby Mabalay,
Audrey Marsala, Grace Miller, Gaby Minionis, Caleigh Mrowka, Ilara Pritchard, Eva Satre,
Madison Scott, Jenna Siddiq, Abby Thompson, Ashley Turpin, Alex Yurkanin

16. Think... The Magic of Aretha
Instructor: Hilary Tone (Jazz-Int II - age 10-13)
Madeleine Cole, Faith Cooper, Jennifer Mayes, Jaimie McCracken, Isabella Morgan, Kathryn Nickel,
Sarah Rivera, Jesse Silkowski, Sydney Vadinis

17. Coppelia Waltz... The Magic of Léo Delibes
Instructor: Nickolai Balatsenko (Pointe-Adv Pro - age 13+)
Julia Baird, Schuyler Corrigan, Emma Dutton, Moira Fagan, Madeline Fee, Brenna Gaffigan,
Karissa Grady, Julianna Hampshire, Cecily Hayek, Mackenzie Holub, Holly Kania, Galle Mabalay,
Mallory Niehoff, Catherine Petrovich, Olivia Pincombe, Elise Roberts, Brienne Tyler, Amina Yufanyi

18. Don't Stop the Party... The Magic of Celebrations
Instructor: Katie Storch (Hip Hop-Int I/II - age 8-11)
Felipe Garcia, Jr., Alessa Goyzueta, Kiara Hung-Soto, Morgan Reph, Campbell Shouse, Noelle Vesilind

19. Caribbean Blue... The Magic of Enya
Instructor: Melissa Hargett (Ballet-Int II/III - age 10-13)
Angelina Askins, Jessica Boalick, Sydney Childress, Lexi Duperrouzel, Gabrielle Edelin, Claire Feil,
Nicole Geduldig, Megan Kelley, Imani King, Josie Layfield, Elena Miravite, Elizabeth Moty,
Lillie Quiachon, Grace Reny, Kaitlyn Roux, Jenna Siddiq, Lila Siddiq, Cecilia Spain, Jacqueline Welsh

20. Say My Name... The Magic of Destiny's Child
Ensemble - Please see page 31 for listing and page 19 for photo

21. Apologies... The Magic of Friendship
Ensemble - Please see page 35 for listing and photo

22. Put on a Happy Face... The Magic of Bye Bye Birdie
Instructor: Mary Anne Furey (Musical Theatre-I - age Gr. 3-5)
Anna Blain, Josephine Blain, Justin Evans, Olivia Evans, Allison Gill, Alessa Goyzueta, Kate Harper,
Mariana Munoz, Erin Oedemann, Morgan Reph, Sarah Rivera, Carter Smith, Allison Syron,
Emma Yufanyi, Melissa Zaptin
23. Staralfur... The Magic of Sigur Rós  
Instructor: Lauren Long (Pointe-Int III - age 13+)  
Bailey Blake, Juliet Eisemann, Emily Filer, Catherine Hodes, Alexa Houck, Audrey Marsala, 
Clara McCuen, Nora McCuen, Alex Shaw, Kaylee Whittaker

24. Proud Mary... The Magic of Tina Turner  
Instructor: Karlyn Williams (Tap-Jazz - age 7)  
Jamison Bradshaw, Gabriella Curry-Greene, Lila Halleran, Kathryn King, Ayla Kuyuk, Molly Macioch, 
Victoria Shea, Abi Waldroup, Camille Wojcik

25. Silhouettes... The Magic of Peace  
Ensemble - Please see page 31 for listing and page 20 for photo

26. Big Time... The Magic of Names in Lights  
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Tap-int IV/V - age 12+)  
Cassie Downs, Audrey Gaskins, Michaela Gidick, Katrina Heifner, Alana Jenkins, Sydney Jensen, 
Kalea King, Sydney Metzger, Virginia Schwarz, Grace Van Antwerp

27. Danube Waltz... The Magic of Vienna  
Instructor: Carmen Perez (Ballet-Adv 1 - age 13+)  
Emili Boyle, Emma Davis, Emily Filer, Leah Hale, Elbie Kaleb, Taylor Lingar, Gaby Mabalay, 
Audrey Marsala, Rebecca Massarik, Grace Miller, Gaby Minionis, Avery Reeves, Juliana Schumack, 
Madison Scott, Alex Shaw, Jenna Siddiq, Lila Siddiq

28. Party Time... The Magic of The Backstreet Boys  
Crystals - Please see page 36 for listing and photo

29. Home.. The Magic of Family  
Dance Company Alumni - Please see page 38 for listing

30. Roll the Bass... The Magic of The Islands  
Finale: Dance Company - Please see page 31 for listing and back cover for photo
CONCERT
Sunday, June 26th at 5pm

1. Cup of Life... The Magic of Ricky Martin
Opening: Dance Company 1 - Please see page 28 for listing and front cover for photo

2. Nicest Thing... The Magic of First Love
Dance Company 2 - Please see page 30 for listing and page 46 for photo

3. Say My Name... The Magic of Destiny's Child
Ensemble - Please see page 31 for listing and page 19 for photo

4. Surf Crazy... The Magic of Teen Beach Movie
Rhinestones - Please see page 37 for listing and photo

5. Gooey... The Magic of Space
Ensemble - Please see page 29 for listing and page 25 for photo

6. All For One... The Magic of High School Musical
Crystals - Please see page 36 for listing and photo

7. A Little Party... The Magic of Great Gatsby
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-Adv 1 - age 13+)
Brooke Bentley, Julie Burkhardt, Erin Coughlan, Emma Davis, Alexa DerGarabedian, Emily Filer,
Leah Hale, Elbie Kaleb, Taylor Lingar, Audrey Marsala, Rebecca Massarik, Grace Miller,
Nicole Nisbett, Allison Quade, Avery Reeves, Makenna Robinson, Juliana Schumack, Alex Shaw,
Loza Teodros

8. Jumpin' Jumpin'... The Magic of The Club
Ensemble - Please see page 30 for listing and page 21 for photo

9. Fun... The Magic of Miami
Dance Company 2 - Please see page 29 for listing and page 11 for photo

10. All I Really Need... The Magic of Leaving
Emma Presing - Senior Ensemble Solo - Please see page 13 for photo

11. Apologies... The Magic of Friendship
Diamonds - Please see page 35 for listing and photo

12. Right Now... The Magic of The Moment
Instructor: Tom Alexander (Jazz-Adv Pro - age 13+)
Julia Baird, Erin Baker, Olivia Carey, Michael Cherry, Caroline Clemson, Schuyler Corrigan,
Emma Dutton, Moira Fagan, Madeline Fee, Brenna Gaffigan, Julia Grabo, Karissa Grady, Jessica Hall,
Juliana Hampshire, Cecily Hayek, Julie Hirst, Mackenzie Holub, Holly Kania, Peyton Koberg,
Meghan Levinson, Galle Mabalay, Claire Marsala, Madison Marshburn, Rachel McGirl,
Helen Moreau, Mallory Niehoff, Catherine Petrovich, Olivia Pincombe, Emma Presing, Elise Roberts,
Makenna Robinson, Brienne Tyler, Tomas Weinberger, Amina Yufanyi

13. Be Our Guest... The Magic of Beauty and The Beast
Rhinestones - Please see page 37 for listing and photo

14. Betta Have My Money... The Magic of Rihanna
Hip Hop Advanced Pro - Please see page 28 for listing and page 5 for photo

15. Every Little Thing... The Magic of Love
Instructor: Laura Steen Fong (Lyrical/Cont-Adv 1 - age 13+)
Brooke Bentley, Emili Boyle, Julie Burkhardt, Emma Davis, Juliet Eisemann, Claudia Ferrero,
Emily Filer, Leah Hale, Elbie Kaleb, Alexandra Lewis, Taylor Lingar, Audrey Marsala, Grace Miller,
Gaby Minionis, Nicole Nisbett, Allison Quade, Avery Reeves, Makenna Robinson, Juliana Schumack,
Alex Shaw, Nathalie Vadnais

16. Red Dust... The Magic of The Desert
Ensemble - Please see page 30 for listing and page 27 for photo

17. Silhouettes... The Magic of Peace
Ensemble - Please see page 31 for listing and page 20 for photo

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

18. Danube Waves... The Magic of Ion Ivanovich
Ballet Advanced Pro - Please see page 26 for listing and photo

19. What a Wonderful World... The Magic of Hawaii
Crystals - Please see page 36 for listing and photo

20. Run Boy Run... The Magic of Temple Run
Modern Advanced - Please see page 31 for listing and page 24 for photo

21. Higher Love... The Magic of Inspiration
Julia Baird - Senior Ensemble Solo - Please see page 13 for photo

22. Canned Heat... The Magic of Boogie
Ensemble - Please see page 29 for listing and page 23 for photo

23. Vapour... The Magic of Water
Ensemble - Please see page 31 for listing and page 9 for photo

24. Emergency... The Magic of Parties
Ensemble - Please see page 29 for listing and page 8 for photo

25. Broceliande... The Magic of The Enchanted Forest
Pointe Advanced Pro - Please see page 28 for listing and page 26 for photo

26. Shooting Stars... The Magic of The Night Sky
Diamonds - Please see page 35 for listing and photo

27. Believe... The Magic of Faith
Lyrical Advanced Pro - Please see page 27 for listing and page 15 for photo

28. Trophies Remix... The Magic of Winning
Instructor: Laura Steen Fong (HipHop-Adv 1 - age 12+)
Brooke Bentley, Emili Boyle, Charity Brooks, Audrey Collier, Naia Dombrowski, Erin Dutton,
Zoey Goldstein, Leah Hale, Catie James, Chandler Jones, Elbie Kaleb, Kannon Lee, Taylor Lingar,
Kelsey Lynch, Gaby Mabalay, Audrey Marsala, Rebecca Massarik, Grace Miller, Gaby Minionis,
Caleigh Mrowka, Nicole Nisbett, Ilara Pritchard, Eva Satre, Cat Schiefer, Madison Scott, Alex Shaw,
Bailey Sturtz, Abby Thompson, Ashley Turpin, Victoria Watson, Kathleen Wiggins, Shelby Williams,
Emma Wolan, Alex Yurkanin, Zoe Zahrah

29. Halo... The Magic of Heaven
Tap Advanced Pro - Please see page 29 for listing and page 4 for photo

30. Party Time... The Magic of The Backstreet Boys
Crystals - Please see page 36 for listing and photo
31. Open Hands... The Magic of Trust
Michael Cherry, Mackenzie Holub, Galle Mabalay, Tomas Weinberger
2016 Choreographer’s Showcase Winners - Please see page 32 for listing and photo

32. Four Walls... The Magic of Home
Ensemble - Please see page 29 for listing and photo

33. Daughter... The Magic of Graduation
Dance Company Seniors - Please see page 33 for listing and photo

34. Home... The Magic of Family
Dance Company Alumni - Please see page 38 for listing

35. Roll the Bass... The Magic of The Islands
Finale: Dance Company - Please see page 31 for listing and back cover for photo